
**Wired for Reading?**

Moats repeats the familiar claim that some children are able to learn to read with little or no direct instruction, that “roughly 60 percent of children are ‘wired’ from birth for reading” (p. 11) but 40% are not. This is based on test score data, the finding (p. 11) that about 2/5 of children “score in the bottom two quintiles on screening and predictive measures.”

But by definition, 2/5 must score in the bottom two quintiles. If reading comprehension scores double in the next five years, we will still have the lowest two quintiles, the lowest 40%.

Moats points out that poor and minority children have lower scores on standardized reading tests. Is it because they are not “wired” for reading from birth? A more reasonable explanation is the role of poverty: Those living in poverty have much less access to reading material at home, in their communities and in school (e.g. Neuman and Celano, 2001). This has been confirmed many times in the research, and it has also been shown that children of poverty do better in reading when books are made available, i.e. in the form of a library (Krashen, Lee, and McQuillan, 2012.)
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IS PHONEMIC AWARENESS (PA) TRAINING NECESSARY?

Phonemic awareness (PA) is the ability to divide a word into its component sounds, i.e. the ability to take the word “pit” and divide it into “pe” “i” and “te.” It is thus an aural ability.

Moats claims that phonemic awareness is prerequisite to learning to read, and must be trained. Research and observations cast doubt on this claim, however, and strongly suggest that phonemic awareness, beyond the most basic level, is a result of reading, not a cause.

No Evidence PA Training Improves Reading

Children who get phonemic awareness training improve on tests of phonemic awareness, but there is no evidence that PA training benefits reading comprehension, that is, performance on tests in which children have to understand what they read.

Few studies have been done in which researchers even attempt to see if PA training has an effect on reading. A review of research included in the National Reading Panel Report (Krashen, 2001a) produced only six studies and eleven comparisons. Only three studies dealt with English-speaking children, several produced low, zero and even negative effects for PA training, and in some studies the number of children who underwent the training was very small.

(Members of the National Reading Panel reacted to my claims about the limits of PA training in Ehri, Shanahan, and Nunes (2002). Ehri et. al. provided no additional studies, supporting my claim that few exist. In response to my finding that only three studies dealt with English-speaking children, Ehri et al reported that the average effect size for these three was .28, which they note falls short of statistical significance. They conclude that this “supports Krashen’s claim” but add that “more comparisons would yield a firmer conclusion” (p. 129). Maybe. Maybe not.]
There was only one study that reported substantial effects as well as statistically significant results in favor of those trained in phonemic awareness, a study done in Israel with Hebrew-speaking children, involving only 15 children who underwent PA training.

**Low PA Read OK**

It has been widely observed that many children with low or even no phonemic awareness learn to read quite well. Also, many children judged to have low phonemic awareness when young develop good reading ability later in life, and some adults who are excellent readers do poorly on tests of phonemic awareness (research reviewed in Krashen, 2001b). These results cast doubt on the claim that phonemic awareness is a prerequisite to learning to read.

**PA Develops Without Training**

Even if PA were necessary or even helpful in learning to read, it doesn't have to be trained. Phonemic awareness can develop on its own, without training: In PA “training studies” one group of children receives training in PA and the other does not. Those who received the training do better on tests of PA, but the comparison group also makes gains on PA, without training. Also, several longitudinal studies reveal growth in PA without training (Krashen, 2003).

**PA: The Result of Reading**

PA beyond the initial levels appears to be the result of reading. This conclusion is consistent with studies showing low levels of PA among adult illiterates and the observation that all but the most rudimentary aspects of phonemic awareness emerge at about the age children learn to read. In addition, reading aloud to children has been associated with growth in PA (Krashen, 2003).

I have informal evidence to add to this: I have asked audiences to perform the classic PA task of stripping the initial consonant from a word like "pit." Of course, everybody gets this right with no problem. Then I ask them to do the same with "split." After some hesitation, most people get it right. I then ask them how they did it. Universally, people report that they spelled the word in their mind's eye, removed the /p/ sound, and pronounced the remainder. This confirms that the ability to do complex PA activities is dependent on the ability to read.
What all this suggests is that PA need not be taught. It is not essential for learning to read, and those who develop it do so from reading itself.
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PHONICS

Phonics means the rules relating sounds to spelling, i.e. the fact that the letter “b” is generally pronounced in as in the first sound in “bomb,” but is sometimes silent, as the last “b” in "bomb."

Moats supports “intensive, systematic phonics,” which assumes that we learn to read by first learning the rules of phonics, that is, learning how letters are pronounced (“sounding out”), and by practicing these rules in reading out loud (“decoding to sound”). It also asserts that our knowledge of phonics must be deliberately taught and consciously learned, that intensive instruction is essential.

The Evidence Against Intensive Systematic Phonics.

Complexity

An argument against intensive systematic phonics is the observation that many rules are very complex and many don’t work very well. Teachers have told me that they have to review the rules before coming to class: If teachers who have taught the rules for years can’t remember them, how can we expect six year olds to remember them?

As Smith (2003) notes, many phonics rules are “unreliable … there are too many alternatives and exceptions … 300 ways in which letters and sounds can be related” (p. 41). His most famous example is the fact that each of these uses of “ho” has a different pronunciation: hot, hoot, hook, hour, honest, house, hope, honey, and hoist. Smith notes that even if a reader knew the rules, the words cannot be read accurately from left to right, letter by letter: The reader needs to look ahead. (Some have claimed that the rules of phonics that appear not to work
very well can be repaired and should be taught, but attempts to state better
generalizations have resulted only in more complex rules that are only slightly
more efficient (Krashen, 2002b)).

Smith also notes the different phonics programs teach different rules, a stunning
counterargument to the claim that teaching complex rules is necessary.

Experienced professionals agree that the rules for pronouncing most initial
consonants and a few other rules can be learned and applied to text by small
children, but some rules will be impossible for six year-olds (and most adults),
rules such as this one, recommended by Johnson (2001): “the a-e combination is
pronounced with the long vowel and the final e silent (except when the final
syllable is unaccented - then the vowel is pronounced with a short-i sound, as in
‘palace,’ or the combination is ‘are,’ with words such as ‘have’ and ‘dance’ as
exceptions”).

**The limited impact**

The National Reading Panel (NICHD, 2000) concluded that the experimental
research supports intensive systematic phonics. Garan (2002), in an examination
of this report, noted that the impact of intensive phonics is strong on tests in which
children read lists of words in isolation, but it is miniscule on tests in which
children have to understand what they read. Thus, intensive phonics instruction
only helps children develop the ability to pronounce words in isolation, an ability
that will emerge anyway with more reading. Garan's results agree with the results
of many other studies that show that intensive phonics instruction has a positive
impact on tests of decoding but not on tests of comprehension (Krashen, 2009).

The Reading Panel also concluded that Intensive Systematic phonics was superior
to Whole Language, but this claim does not hold if Whole Language is defined
correctly, as including the reading of interesting texts that teachers help children
understand (Krashen, 2002a).

**Competence without instruction**

Another strong argument against the necessity of intensive systematic phonics are
the many attested cases of children who learned to read on their own with little or
no explicit decoding instruction and who appear to be able to decode quite well
(e.g. Goodman and Goodman, 1982, McQuillan, 1998).
Reading experience results in both reading ability and the ability to do well on tests of "decoding."

Children who have been given the opportunity to do a great deal of interesting, comprehensible reading and have less decoding instruction perform as well as or better than children in decoding-emphasis classes on decoding tests, and typically score higher on tests that test what really counts in reading: comprehension (Morrow, O'Conner and Smith, 1990, Eldridge, 1991; Klesius, Griffith, and Zielonka, 1991).
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Second Language Acquirers

Moats argues that children acquiring English as a second language need intensive instruction in the alphabetic code. Krashen and Hastings reviewed studies showing that PA in English as a second language improves without instruction, and studies that claim to show that PA has a positive effect on learning to read only test children on their ability to pronounce words presented in isolation.
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